
EXCLUSIVE: DEMOCRATS IMPLICATED — Georgia Ballot Traffickers Were
Using Democrat Officials’ Offices as Stopping Points During Ballot Drop Runs

Description

USA: In late January film producer Dinesh D’Souza released the trailer for his upcoming movie “2000 
Mules.”

True the Vote has been working with Dinesh D’Souza to create this bombshell movie that uses footage
and tracking data they obtained of ballot boxes in key states across America used to steal the election
in 2020.

100 Percent Fed Up added this on the investigation in January —

Using commercially available geo-tracking cell phone data, True the Vote was able to take
footage from drop boxes across America in key states like Georgia and others to track over
2,000 ‘mules” wearing gloves and disguises to stuff ballot boxes.

TRENDING: EXCLUSIVE: DEMOCRATS IMPLICATED — Georgia Ballot Traffickers Were Using 
Democrat Officials’ Offices as Stopping Points During Ballot Drop Runs

In early January The Gateway Pundit reported to our readers that our organization agreed to hand
over exclusive video from a major battleground state to True the Vote for their ballot trafficking
investigation in the 2020 election.
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https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/breaking-bomshell-dinesh-dsouza-releases-movie-trailer-2000-mules-exposing-ballot-traffickers-stole-2020-election/
http://2000mules.com/
http://2000mules.com/
https://www.truethevote.org/
https://100percentfedup.com/breaking-dinesh-dsouza-releases-bombshell-movie-revealing-2000-mules-who-stole-the-2020-election/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/04/exclusive-democrats-implicated-georgia-ballot-traffickers-using-democrat-officials-offices-stopping-points-ballot-drop-runs/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/04/exclusive-democrats-implicated-georgia-ballot-traffickers-using-democrat-officials-offices-stopping-points-ballot-drop-runs/
https://www.truethevote.org/


The Gateway Pundit shared never before seen ballot dropbox surveillance video, 24 Terabytes of
footage, with the election integrity group in their ongoing investigation.

Special thanks to Patty McMurray at 100 Percent Fed Up for her assistance in this agreement.

POLL: Do You Think The 2020 Election Was Stolen?

100% (30 Votes)

0% (0 Votes)

The investigation is ongoing. The movie is set for a spring release.

That brings us to today.

On Sunday Turning Point USA Founder and President Charlie Kirk was in St. Louis and joined Joe
Hoft from The Gateway Pundit and Real Talk 93.3 to discuss the 2020 election and related topics.

During the interview, Charlie Kirk says he spent time with Dinesh D’Souza the producer of “2000
Mules.” Charlie then dropped this bomb.

Charlie Kirk: You have the surveillance video that Dinesh is using in his upcoming movie
where people are coming out of the car with piles of ballots. Illegal. You cannot do that in
Georgia. Stuffing them into ballot boxes funded by Mark Zuckerberg… Coming night after
night after night, the same guys. They’re wearing latex gloves on camera, after they put the
ballots in the drop boxes they take off the latex gloves because they don’t want fingerprints
on the ballots and they take pictures of every ballot. And you’ll see this video footage. I had
a six-hour meeting with Dinesh D’Souza and I saw all the evidence for myself. I was really
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http://100percentfedup.com
https://www.tpusa.com/


skeptical at first and we dove into it. And I was blown away at how the sophisticated
technology they used to be able to track these people using cellphone technology because
your cellphone is letting off a ping every 3 to 5 seconds. You can go buy those pings off of
certain geographic areas… They saw that some of these mules would visit these drop 
boxes every night. And then go to Stacey Abrams’ headquarters and then go back to 
the drop boxes.

** Joe Hoft’s video interview with Charlie Kirk is here.

This is a huge development that implicates the Democrat Party directly and 
Stacey Abrams in particular in the ballot trafficking operations in the state of 
Georgia.

We later confirmed from a second source that a second Democrat office in the state of Georgia 
was also used as a stop for the dozens of ballot traffickers in the state.

Later this afternoon we reached out to True the Vote founder and president Catherine Engelbrecht
who is spearheading this investigation.  Catherine told us,

“We cannot confirm anything about organization names right now by advice of counsel.  But
we can confirm that two of the addresses were among a data set of those we reviewed.”

Catherine also said there are a number of investigations taking place right now.

The pieces are starting to fall into place.

God willing, the truth will be exposed to the American people.

God willing.
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https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/04/really-disgusted-republicans-telling-us-move-base-feel-though-massive-civilization-injustice-done-charlie-kirk-turning-point-usa-2020-elect/
https://www.truethevote.org/

